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COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017110 DAVID LANDISOVERVIEWContemporary educators and researchers attentive to children andyoung people’s language in use and literacy learning are encoun-tering an array of opportunities and challenges. Such a formationcan be constructed around three virtual, reference lines or axes (T,C, K) located in a three-dimensional plane. The first axis (T) indi-cates three aspects of theorizing about language and literacylearning and instruction in: a) ordinary home and communityliving conditions, b) schools/classrooms, and c) education prepara-tion and professional development opportunities (Hall, Cremin,Comber & Moll, 2013). The second axis (C) indicates developinginternational collaborations for educators and researchers. Theopportunities for international collaboration include: a) intern-ships, b) comparative research projects, c) professionaldevelopment and educational projects to improve teaching practic-es (Leung, Richards & Lassonde, 2014). The third axis (K) indicatesthree particular challenges to building knowledge about languageand literacy learning for contemporary students, teachers, andliteracy researchers caused by changes in human migration, wide-spread use of mobile digital technology, and development of theinternet (Blommaert & Backus, 2011). The direction of the arrowsshows that one common intersecting event, the writing of thispaper, can be connected to these existing bodies of knowledge andtheir challenges of understanding (see Figure One). Taken together,these intersecting axes define a set of challenges and opportunitiesrelated to children and young people’s language and literacy learn-ing for contemporary literacy researchers and educators. The set ofchallenges and opportunities take a particular theoretical perspec-tive that views language and literacy practices, “[A]s situated in and constitutive of multiple and diverse human ac-tivities. The authors… favor a socio-cultural framing of language andliteracy practices, with a predilection for studying these practices inthe actual, living, or concrete conditions of life, whether located inhomes, classrooms or digitally in some sort of in between context.”(Hall et al., 2013, pp. xxxvii–xxxviii).Taken together, the theoretical perspective of language andliteracy practices as socio-cultural human activities plus the signif-icant directions in literacy research and practice can be useful for



LOCAL CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR LANGUAGE AND LITERACY RESEARCHERS…DAVID LANDIS 111incorporating cultural resources to generate innovative andpersuasive inquiries that can sustain international networks ofresearchers and educators interested in improving literacy educa-tion for students across international contexts and subject areas(e.g., Hall & al., 2013; Leung & al., 2014). The aim of this paper is tobriefly discuss current research interests and teaching practices inlanguage and literacy education that can provide insights intothree challenges of knowledge faced by contemporary literacy



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017112 DAVID LANDISresearchers and educators: “knowing who is who, what we are andwhat it is we do” (Blommaert & Backus, 2011, p. 4). I assume thatthese challenges are significant for language and literacy researchand education because they focus upon contemporary social andcultural practices with language and literacy in everyday home,community, and school situations magnified by trends in contem-porary human migration and human digital communication.The following background section discusses each axis depicted inFigure One in more detail with particular attention to three signifi-cant global events during the past 25 years. Two sections discussconnections between the global events and language and literacyresearch and education in local communities. A concluding sectionprovides a final reflection about key points.
BACKGROUNDThis section describes the three dimensions of Figure One in moredetail. Axis ‘R’ indicates three areas of investigation. The first areaof inquiry focuses on children’s language and literacy learning inrelation to the ordinary home/local communities where childrenreside. Particular attention focuses upon the ways children’s activ-ities are mediated by language/communication through the use oftools (e.g., electronic devices, toys) in the contexts of family andpeer social relationships and situations such as children’s play. Thesecond area concerns investigations of children’s language andliteracy learning in relation to school/classroom settings. In thesespaces, researchers give attention to children’s uses of hybridmodes of language for making meaning while reading/writing formore formal, educational purposes. A key idea is that children’slanguage and literacy learning occurs in particular spaces inconnection with pedagogical practices, teacher/student interac-tions and identities in use. The third area focuses upon studies ofteacher education and professional development in the context ofcalls for reform of (teacher) education, societal demands uponschool curriculum and literacy practices, recognition of learners’strengths and weaknesses and the particular concerns of teachersand students (Hall, Cremin, Comber & Moll, 2013). Axis ‘K’ indicates a set of contemporary processes that are relat-ed and reinforce one another: a) dynamic human labor-relatedinternational migrations and b) continuing development of inter-



LOCAL CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR LANGUAGE AND LITERACY RESEARCHERS…DAVID LANDIS 113net/mobile/communication digital technologies, which allowspeople to remain simultaneously connected with other people inmultiple communities. These contemporary processes arise fromtwo particular events occurring about 25 years ago. The first eventoccurred in December 1990 with the development of the first webbrowser, the first web server, and the first web site. These toolssupported the development of the internet, which was furtherconnected to improving mobile digital technology for communica-tion including: telephones, television, print and online media. Aresult is that people may stay connected to their communities oforigin “[constituting] daily routines, activities, and institutionalaffiliations that simultaneously connect them to more than onesociety” (Lam & Warriner, 2012, p. 194).The second event occurred on 8 December 1991 with the dissolu-tion of the Soviet Union through the signing of the BelavezhaAccords by the leaders of three Soviet Republics: Russia, Ukraineand Belarus. This document was further confirmed by the signingof the Alma-Ata Protocol on 21 December 1991, which created theCommonwealth of Independent States (CIS). As a result of thebreakup of the Soviet empire, people from 15 newly independentEastern European and Central Asian nations (Armenia, Azerbaijan,Belarus, Estonia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithua-nia, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine,Uzbekistan) were added to cross-border labor migrations of peoplefrom China and India. Within a few years, the number of peopleglobally available for employment doubled from 1.5 billion to about3 billion (Freeman, 2008). Since that time, earlier ideas aboutmigration and societal formation existing in the 20th century,which focused on assimilation and border control, have been weak-ened or blurred (Castles, 2002).Contemporary human mobility continues to transform societiesand (re)form local communities. One result is the difficulty ofunderstanding the concept of ‘community’ under dynamic condi-tions of human mobility, “There is a need to problematize boundedor unitary conceptions of ‘home’ or ‘community’. Communitiesmay be fluid or transitory or experienced in different ways bydifferent children and literacies may move within and acrossdifferent locations” (Pahl & Burnett, 2013, p. 3).A second result is that human social action, identity andlanguage and literacy practices are linked to, and considered asproduced by, people acting and reacting to one another across



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017114 DAVID LANDISmultiple geographical spaces (Mills & Comber, 2013). Blommaert(2010) explained a recent shift in academic attention to spaces ascontexts for social action (a spatial turn), “[T]he main challenge for [academic] disciplines… consists in loosen-ing the connections between culture and a particular territory.Whereas more traditional approaches appeared to tacitly assumethat societies and their features belonged to one particular geo-graphical area and thus attributed an absolute spatiality to culture,the emphasis on situatedness emphasizes flows, trajectories, move-ments and thus the relative spatiality of culture… [I]t is one of themain assumptions of globalization studies that multiple cultures canexist in one space and that conversely, one culture can be producedin different spaces” (p. 63). Contemporary everyday community spaces such as school class-rooms are viewed as simultaneously multilingual, multimaterial,multimodal, and multiperspectival. Spaces are being defined by“multiple narrators, simultaneity of different points of view, andmultipresentness of time [places inside multiple ‘stories’ for peopleto be and to take part]” (Chambers, 1985, p. 63).Taken together, dynamic conditions of human migrations, whichpush against the boundaries of national/territorial spaces, plus therapid development of internet/mobile digital technology andincreasing attention to what people do with language and literaciesin homes, communities and school classrooms have raised basicquestions for researchers about how people identify with otherpeople within and across groups, how groups define themselvesand how groups define their practices/activities. These questionscan be stated as, “who is who, what we are and what it is we do”(Blommaert & Backus, 2011, p. 4). These questions represent grow-ing contemporary concerns about building knowledge aboutpeople in multiple localities and what lived, embodied and situateduses of language and literacies are taken up, with whom, for whatpurposes, with what consequences, in which spaces, among otherconcerns. Such basic challenges are briefly summarized in FigureOne as three areas of knowledge building. Each of these challengesof understanding is briefly summarized in the following section. 



LOCAL CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR LANGUAGE AND LITERACY RESEARCHERS…DAVID LANDIS 115GLOBAL CONTEXTS; LOCAL CHALLENGESThe challenge of knowing “who is who” refers to remembering orrecognizing familiar people as well as becoming acquainted withpeople who are unfamiliar, and learning to recognize them. Navi-gating everyday social, political, economic, religious relationswithin and across communities becomes increasingly significantfor language and literacy learning (Castles, 2002; Moje, 2013). Whatpeople consider as familiar is locally proposed, locally recognized,and locally acknowledged and carries significant local andextra-local consequences (Bloome & al. 2005). Gilmore and Wyman(2103), for example, discussed a series of ethnographic studies inAlaskan Native communities during the past thirty years. Thesestudies showed indigenous peoples overcoming narratives ofshame and deficits, documenting and recognizing indigenousknowledge to connect youth with their elders and community waysof knowing, and encouraging youth to serve as agents of change. Li(2013) showed the complexities of immigration and schoolingthrough discussion of Asian English language learners’ identities,literacy practices, and literacy pedagogies. Li proposed cultural-ly-focused pedagogy to help students generate ethnographic dataabout socio-cultural contexts of learning in and out of school,“valuing students’ first language and culture… as funds of knowl-edge” (p. 148) and developing strategies that help students andteachers construct alternative local spaces where different and/orcontested cultural codes and social contexts could be reconciledand coexist. “Cultural reconciliation [and translation] involveshelping students recognize the consequences of culturally differentliteracies… It involves continual interface and exchange of culturaldifference” (p. 148, 149). Engaging in cultural translation wasdefined as grappling with basic questions about ‘I’, ‘we’ and ‘they’with regard to alternative languages and cultures. Reyes and Este-ban-Guitart (2013) discussed American and European children’sdeveloping uses and combinations of written language—drawingfrom and recreating cultural and linguistic knowledge as well asdeveloping alternative literacy practices in conditions of migra-tion. The authors showed that these activities have alsoimplications for redefining ideas about literacy — moving awayfrom “the traditional view of ‘literacy’ as the development oflinguistic strategies in regard to reading and writing” towards a



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017116 DAVID LANDISredefinition of “the linguistic forms and meaning developedthrough interactions among individuals in several domains ofactivity, and in different places and situations” (p. 167).Taken together, these examples suggest that attempts torespond to the question of knowing ‘who is who’ have been linkedwith the consideration of particular social and cultural contexts.“As researchers, we are required to ask, how can we know andunderstand the messy particularities and awkward histories ofpeople as they interact with each other? How can we describe thoseinteractions and the social relationships they build? What sensecan we make of them? And to what end?” (Bloome, 2015, p. 180).Questions such as these reflect increasing attention to how peopleadapt to, cope with, and even contest unfamiliar peoples and theirliteracy practices. Although, “ ‘the other’ used to be relatively wellknown and rather predictable, ‘the other’ now has become entirelyunpredictable because of dynamic migration and mobile technolo-gy, and little can be presupposed with respect to the cultural,linguistic, and other features of ‘the Other’ ” (Blommaert & Backus,2011, p. 4). Second, knowing “what we are” represents the contemporarychallenge of understanding how groups define themselves. Inparticular, this challenge includes building understanding abouthow people define knowledge, human identities, cultural ideolo-gies, and ways of understanding and describing the world aroundthem as they interact with other people and groups and encounterother ways of using language (including reading and writing) formaking meaning in particular local spaces (Bloome, 2015).Research by Stone-MacDonald (2014) can be connected with thischallenge. This author described her ethnographic dissertationresearch at a school and local community in Tanzania, “Thepurpose of my larger dissertation study was to explore how localcontext and beliefs about disability influenced the ways partici-pants understood their roles at the school and the ways theyimplemented curriculum” (p. 101). In particular, her study investi-gated how teachers taught school and cultural literacies tostudents with disabilities. Cultural literacy was defined as knowl-edge (e.g., knowing how to do household skills such as washingclothes or demonstrate social skills such as receiving guests andhelping them to wash their hands) important and essential foreveryday life for local community residents. School literacy wasdefined as the curriculum (e.g., knowing how to read, how to write,



LOCAL CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR LANGUAGE AND LITERACY RESEARCHERS…DAVID LANDIS 117knowing historical events and people) designed by the school forpreparing students with disabilities to participate in local commu-nity life. Conclusions from the study were summarized in twodirections: a) didactic instructional practices with reading andwriting were confined to the school classrooms and remainedunconnected with the students’ daily lives, and b) clear opportuni-ties for learning exist that bring together local cultural literaciesand school curriculum. Also significant was that knowledge of‘what we are’ was clearly lacking in the professional developmentworkshops led by consultants from the international partners ofthe school, “[who] were experts in their fields and had knowledgeof materials and teacher education in their own Western contexts,but they were not familiar with the Tanzanian educational context,the current state of teacher education there, or the language [andculture]” (p. 119).Raising the question of knowing ‘what we are’ indicates interestin how prior knowledge about local places and ways of life canserve as primary contexts for student learning even though currenteducational trends contest the value of everyday knowledge andcultural experiences as a basis for reading and writing in school.“[C]urrent educational discourses seek to standardize the experienceof students from diverse geographical and cultural places so thatthey may compete in the global economy. Such a goal essentially dis-misses the idea of place as a primary experiential or educationalcontext, displaces it with traditional disciplinary content and tech-nological skills, and abandons places to the workings of the globalmarket. Place-based educators do not dismiss the importance of con-tent and skills, but argue that the study of places can help increasestudent engagement and understanding through multidisciplinary,experiential, and intergenerational learning that is not only relevantbut potentially contributes to the well-being of community life”(Gruenewald, 2003, p. 7). The third challenge of knowing ‘what we do’ connects the studyof places with normative practices for teaching and learning.Standard practices may be held in tension with collaborative localpractices and literacies across multiple sites, kinds of texts, arti-facts, concepts about homes and communities, notions of time, andways of using texts in social spaces. This challenge can be connect-ed to research, for example, that investigates what children do withdiscourse and materials to build knowledge about, and shape, theirsocial worlds (e.g., Vass, Littleton, Miell & Jones, 2008). An object



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017118 DAVID LANDISethnographic study, conducted by Carrington and Dowdall (2013),investigated the LEGO play of two young boys. This inquiryexplored the design of LEGO artifacts, their social biography, andthe use of the objects as “players in the building and maintenanceof social and cultural myth… Undertaking the object ethnographypositions LEGO as a material artifact, an agent in the constructionof everyday social worlds, and a contributor to the larger culturaland political narratives that shape the world in which we live”(p. 97). As a result of an object-oriented ethnography, the authorsgave attention to what the boys did with LEGOs and how theseobjects helped the boys create beliefs and normative literacy prac-tices. In particular, the investigation focused upon, “the LEGOactivities of two boys… [building] identities and early repertoires ofpractice in relation to valued artifacts and within the materialculture of their everyday lives… [how their] early literacy practicesand identities are crosscut by the power and reach of global andlocal media forms” (p. 96). The authors constructed an ethnograph-ic/historical perspective of a set of LEGO objects as part of everydaylife and the ways the boys used the objects to shape their socialworlds. The investigation also showed how the boys participated inmedia-related discourses around creative assembly that crossednational borders supported by a “global media enterprise” (p. 105).The LEGO brand included toys, theme parks, video games, maga-zines, and a website. “The LEGO group is now the world’s fourthlargest manufacturer of toys, with LEGO products being sold inmore than 130 countries stretching from Europe through Asia toAustralia” (p. 102). Importantly, the authors explained how theboys’ play with LEGOs as a global media form represented a meansof developing creative combinations of ideas with objects to createnew understandings that have the potential to contribute toworld-wide knowledge-based disciplinary communities in thesciences, business, and the arts.In addition, the challenge of knowing ‘what we do’ can be exem-plified through what people do in school spaces. Edwards, Condyand Malik (2014) described Zones D’Education Priorities (ProjectZEP) located in Mauritius. The overall goal of the project was “toimprove educational opportunities through improving the educa-tional capacity of teacher educators, head teachers, teachers, andparents in order to better support the learning of all children”(p. 250). More specific goals of the project included preparation ofinservice providers and action researchers, training in innovative



LOCAL CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR LANGUAGE AND LITERACY RESEARCHERS…DAVID LANDIS 119pedagogical practices, and promoting teacher reflection to createlessons that would encourage active student participation. In thisproject, the developers adopted a “community asset buildingmodel” rather than a “needs assessment model” in order to under-stand the local intellectual, social, and cultural resources, whichwere available for teaching and learning. The “community assetbuilding model” intentionally valued the role of the stranger—theoutside provider of education services—to ask questions and raiseperspectives about uses of community resources that local educa-tors may not ask because the situations and resources seem sofamiliar to them. Local providers of inservice education identifiedtopics such as innovative teaching of phonics, reading fluency, andclassroom management for emphasis. The local providers used feed-back to coach teachers in improving classroom reading activities,word identification, vocabulary instruction, and comprehensionactivities for smaller groups of students. The outside providersconsidered how those topics could be discussed using cooperativelearning to promote critical thinking about the topics. In this situa-tion, the local professional development providers focused onfamiliar topics for teachers—while the outside provider consideredhow to ask questions and raise perspectives about the local practic-es to support further understanding about ‘knowing what we do’.Taken together, these two brief examples of literacy researchand teacher collaboration indicate that inquiries for buildingknowledge about ‘what we do’ have focused upon children’s activi-ties with objects to create beliefs and normative literacy practice inlocal home or community spaces as well as teachers’ pedagogicalpractices and professional development activities at local schoolsites. Building understanding about the general question abouthow people define ‘what we do’ has also been linked with buildingknowledge about how children and teachers envision themselvesas enacting particular normative literacy and teaching practices.Axis ‘C’ shows four main directions of international collabora-tion among researchers and educators given the developmentsalong axis K and along axis R. Briefly, the international collabora-tions have concentrated upon the development of internationalinternships, which bring together in-service and pre-service teach-ers, the formation of international research projects that involvecomparisons of literacy teaching and learning involving children inmultiple locations, the development of international professionaldevelopment workshops/seminars and the development of



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017120 DAVID LANDISprojects that support cross-cultural communication and criticalthinking for educational purposes (Leung, Richards, Lassonde,2014).In sum, Figure One portrays a possible way of bringing togethertheorizing about language and literacy learning and practices,knowledge about local spaces and significant education practicesconnected with language and literacy educators. Taken together,these three directions can generate interesting combinations oftheory, local knowledge and practice for literacy researchers andeducators interested in children’s language and literacy. 
GLOBAL CONTEXTS; LOCAL OPPORTUNITIES In addition to a series of challenges, contemporary global condi-tions of dynamic human migration connected with mobile digitalcommunications technology and the widespread geographic reachof the internet have made particular opportunities available tolanguage and literacy researchers and educators. Sheehy (2013), forexample, argued for the significance of “a geographic explanationof context—the social, relational processes, imaginings and arti-facts that distinguish one classroom and one school from another”(p. 400) in order to understand how particular places provideopportunities for use of resources by people at those places. Thisparticular discussion included four key research goals that areimportant to understanding geographic contexts for literacy prac-tices: a) analyzing how networks of communication span multiplelocations, b) identifying events transpiring at each location,c) making visible contested practices with literacy in each location,and d) showing how contested practices are established, main-tained, and changed through the creation of boundaries or borderserected, reestablished and even (re)signified through human inter-action and migration.A second example of an opportunity to research and learn aboutcontemporary language and literacy learning is developed byRosemberg, Stein, and Alam (2013), who explored what counts aslocal knowledge connected with literacy education. These authorsdiscussed social spaces in homes as sites for implementing threepedagogical practices to support children’s literacy learning inimpoverished and marginal communities in Argentina. The prac-tices were planned so that children could use writing to draw upon



LOCAL CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR LANGUAGE AND LITERACY RESEARCHERS…DAVID LANDIS 121their local ways of knowing and their home/community interper-sonal interactions and languages to produce knowledge about theirliving spaces and generate new knowledge. The first practiceconcerned the production of ethnographically informed readingbooks. The events and plots of the ethnographic children’s booksshowed people and objects from the perspectives of children resid-ing in local communities and the books were written in standardand community dialects. As a result, “knowledge of the local physi-cal, social and spiritual world is juxtaposed with scientificknowledge and school curriculum” (p. 73). Thus, school and homeperspectives were brought together by teachers and students tocoexist in local community spaces. A second pedagogical practiceintroduced the ethnographic reading books to participants in afamily early literacy program in which researchers visited thehome spaces of low income urban families (including migratingfamilies) to observe and record reading and writing situationsinvolving multiple family participants and how they enter intoliteracy-related activities. “In [these collaboration networks] thechildren’s siblings, cousins, and mothers assume different roles,which are not interchangeable. In this way, they show the impor-tance of social networks for children’s development” (p. 76). Theethnographic reading books were used within existing socialnetworks. Third, a tutoring program was designed and implement-ed through children’s social networks. Older children wereprepared to help younger children read stories, reflect upon ques-tions and terms, and use games to raise interest and awareness ofwritten texts in connection with previous life experiences.Through these pedagogical practices, children were introduced toreading and writing as multi-perspectival social events with specif-ic activities that could bridge multiple sites by drawing uponexisting social networks. In sum, the authors explained that the useof ethnographic reading books served to generate literacy activi-ties that bridged home and school spaces because the bookcharacters and plot incidents were composed based on observa-tions of students’ daily lives in events occurring in homes andwider communities.“Each event is local, particular, and filled with the complexities andcontradictions of human relationships. It makes a difference who thepeople are, who they are with, where they came from, and what theyare doing and where they are doing it…. And each of these events,while geographically specific and embodied, is simultaneously a



COLLECTION OF PAPERS OF THE FACULTY OF PHILOSOPHY XLVII (3)/2017122 DAVID LANDISnexus of diverse geographic locations, histories, and cultures….There is no answer to how the local should be theorized, and there isno final theory of the local. There is only the process, and necessarilyit is local, particular, and constantly evolving. To engage… in suchprocesses and theorizing is to transform what counts as knowledgeand as importantly, who counts and how they count (Bloome, 2014, p.179, 181).
CLOSING REFLECTIONThis paper has presented three challenges to building knowledgeabout children’s and young peoples’ language and literacy learningposed by contemporary conditions of dynamic human migrationconnected with developing mobile digital communications and thewidespread use of the internet. The first challenge of knowing ‘whois who’ has raised questions about familiarity. In particular,researchers and educators have been confronted with challengingquestions about how to understand the people with whom theyinteract. The second challenge of knowing “what we are” raisedquestions about what knowledge is used by people to define theirsocial relations, social identities, social structures and ideologies inorder to establish, sustain, or contest particular social meanings.The third challenge of knowing “what we do” raised questionsabout how people define normative practices with available intel-lectual, social, and material resources including language andliteracy practices. These challenges of knowledge have beencomposed as self-reflective questions about human relations, iden-tities, knowledge and ways of knowing, and normative literacy andpedagogical practices. Focusing attention upon such questions isone way of building understanding about extant social relations,identities, language and literacy practices, and modes of communi-cation created by people interacting with one another in particularspaces. Further discussion presented two brief examples of opportuni-ties to learn from international research and collaboration relatedto language and literacy education for children and youth at homeand at school in various communities around the world. The exam-ples can provide research and instructional ideas for researchersand educators seeking to understand how people define significantlanguage and literacy practices within and across local communi-
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